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The synonyms of “Fantastically” are: fabulously, incredibly

Fantastically as an Adverb

Definitions of "Fantastically" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “fantastically” as an adverb can have the
following definitions:

Extraordinarily well.
To an extraordinary degree.
Exceedingly; extremely.
In a strange or exotic way.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Fantastically" as an adverb (2 Words)

fabulously Exceedingly; extremely.
A fabulously decorated room.

incredibly Not easy to believe.
Incredibly he was still alive.
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Usage Examples of "Fantastically" as an adverb

Every single player performed fantastically.
His power was increasing fantastically.
The whole show was fantastically twisted.
A fantastically expensive gift.

Associations of "Fantastically" (30 Words)

amazing Inspiring awe or admiration or wonder.
An amazing number of people registered.

awesome Extremely impressive or daunting; inspiring awe.
The awesome power of the atomic bomb.

better Comparative of good changed for the better in health or fitness.
Bettering his previous time by ten minutes.
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brilliant A diamond of brilliant cut.
He was quite brilliant and was promoted almost at once.

entertain Provide entertainment for.
A private dining room where members could entertain groups of friends.

exceeding Extremely exceedingly.
An ale of exceeding poor quality.

excellent Extremely good; outstanding.
Made an excellent speech.

exceptional Unusual; not typical.
An exceptional memory.

extraordinary
Beyond what is ordinary or usual; highly unusual or exceptional or
remarkable.
An ambassador extraordinary.

fabulous Very good; wonderful.
The fabulous unicorn.

howling Filled with or characterized by howling.
Their howling had no effect.

impressive Making a strong or vivid impression.
An impressive view of the mountains.

incredible Difficult to believe; extraordinary.
An almost incredible tale of triumph and tragedy.

magnificent Very good; excellent.
A dramatic landscape of magnificent mountains.

majestic Majestic in manner or bearing superior to mundane matters.
The majestic Canadian Rockies.

marvelous Extraordinarily good or great ; used especially as intensifiers.
A marvelous collection of rare books.

miraculous Of the nature of a miracle or having the power to work miracles.
I felt amazed and grateful for our miraculous escape.

outstanding Exceptionally good.
Did outstanding work in human relations.

phenomenal Exceedingly or unbelievably great.
Phenomenal feats of memory.

prodigious So great in size or force or extent as to elicit awe.
Her memory was prodigious.

regale Lavishly supply (someone) with food or drink.
He regaled her with a colourful account of that afternoon s meeting.

https://grammartop.com/impressive-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/marvelous-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/miraculous-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/phenomenal-synonyms
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remarkable Worthy of attention because interesting, significant, or unusual.
A remarkable achievement.

resplendent Attractive and impressive through being richly colourful or sumptuous.
She was resplendent in a sea green dress.

spectacular Strikingly large or obvious.
A spectacular display of northern lights.

splendid Very good;of the highest quality.
A splendid view of Windsor Castle.

superb
Used in names of birds with attractive or colourful plumage e g superb
lyrebird.
A superb actor.

terrific Extremely good; excellent.
A terrific noise.

unparalleled Having no parallel or equal; exceptional.
A breakdown of law unparalleled in our history.

vantage
Place or situation affording some advantage especially a comprehensive
view or commanding perspective.
The experience gave him the advantage over me.

wonderful Extraordinarily good or great; used especially as intensifiers.
The climate was wonderful all the year round.

https://grammartop.com/spectacular-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/unparalleled-synonyms
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